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A Message from Your President 

 Dear Colleagues, 

We are delighted to present the Spring 2015 issue of OnCore. In this issue, 

you will find articles describing activities that have been used with students 

to enhance their understanding of key concepts in mathematics, and their 

abilities to solve challenging problems.  At the early childhood level, 

activities use drama to help students get a handle on grouping in the study of 

place value, and in upper grades, dramatizations of stories help students think 

about and understand multiplication.  In another article, the relationship 

between fractions and decimals is explored, along with strategies for helping 

students learn to divide with fractions. For high school students and teachers, 

challenges are presented that focus on the study of 3-dimensional figures, 

including surface area and volume, and applications of Cavalieri’s Principle. 

Two articles address the nature of tasks that increase student-to-student 

discourse and strategies for implementing discourse-rich classrooms. The 

Point of View describes the value of constructing lessons that focus on 

students’ goal statements as a means of increasing understanding and long-

term retention.    
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Working with Surface Area and Volume 

Johnny W. Lott 

 Abstract:  Students in middle and secondary school sometimes have difficulty 

understanding the differences in surface area and volume.  Some of the issues involved deal with 

how adults, newspapers, and other media treat the topics.  This activity is designed to allow 

teachers to think deeply about the topics and to have students at either level consider differences 

arising in real world examples and to examine Cavalieri’s Principle. 

 

The grade 7 Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (NGA and CCSSO 2010), state that 

students should: 

Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, volume and surface area of 

two- and three-dimensional objects composed of triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, 

cubes, and right prisms. (p. 50) 

The high school geometry Common Core Standards for Mathematics (NGA and CCSSO 2010), 

state that students should: 

 Explain volume formulas and use them to solve problems. 

1. Give an informal argument for the formulas for the circumference of a circle, area of 
a circle, volume of a cylinder, pyramid, and cone.  Use dissection arguments, 

Cavalieri’s principle, and informal limit arguments.  

2. Give an informal argument using Cavalieri’s principle for the formulas for the 
volume of a sphere and other solid figures. (p. 78) 
 

To help current and prospective teachers prepare for teaching the content of these 

Standards, teachers might begin with a series of readings from different sources, set the stage for 

student learning using real world examples, and consider questions and other examples that 

students can explore in the classroom. 

Setting the Stage with Readings  

 The chapter by Handa, James and Mattman (2009) entitled, “Möbius concepts: Strips and 

Tori,” provides teachers with an excellent start to thinking about surfaces and eventually 

volumes.  Likewise, the article, “Unpacking student conceptions of surface area to volume ratio 
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in the nanoscience context: An empirical application of the construct-centered design 

framework” (Swarat, et al., 2009) provides an engineering look at surface area and volume and 

considers knowledge of the topics at an undergraduate level.  These and other readings are of 

major importance to teachers preparing to teach the concepts. 

Setting the Stage for Mathematics Learning 

 Many middle and high school students may have prior experience with creating Möbius 

strips starting with a simple rectangle.  Because this constructive approach ties together topics 

seen in the CommonCore State Standards (NGA & CCSSO, 2010), it is reasonable to have these 

same students consider a piece of Baltimore public art by Max Bill, entitled Endless Ribbon (See 

Figure 1). 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Endless Ribbon by Max Bill 
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 Students may decide that Bill did not use a rectangle as they did, but had to carve the 

construction of the Endless Ribbon out of stone. To gain insight into the construction of the 

Endless Ribbon, have students do the following: 

1. Describe the Endless Ribbon sculpture from a geometric standpoint, including its 

dimensionality, number of surfaces, how you might describe its “length,” and how you 

might find its surface area and volume. 

2. Use a single strip of rectangular paper and construct your own “endless ribbon.”  How 

many surfaces does your re-construction have?  Does it have surface area?  Volume? 

3. Use the Internet to find Mobius Strip II, 1963 Poster by Dutch artist, M. C. Escher.  

Compare Escher’s poster with Bill’s sculpture.  Describe any similarities and any 

differences. [See http://www.worldofescher.com/gallery/A29.html]. 

Mathematics on The Stage 

 After students have considered the previous questions and statements, another slightly 

different activity may cause students to further explore the differences in surface areas and 

volumes.  Using Figure 2, students may try to describe the surface area and the volume of each 

of the two stacks of coins.   
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FIGURE 2. Two stacks of the same number of coins. 

Leading questions to ask students include the following: 

1. When you compare the volumes of the two stacks of coins, you decide either that the 

volumes are the same or that one is greater than the other.  Defend your answer. 

2. When you compare the surface areas of the stacks of coins, you decide either that the 

surface areas of the stacks of coins are the same or that one is greater than the other.  

Defend your answer. 

Two major goals for this activity are to: 1) distinguish surface area from volume, and 2) begin to 

understand the need for Cavalieri’s Principle:  

If, in two solids of equal altitude, the sections made by planes parallel to and at the same 

distance from their respective bases are always equal, then the volumes of the two solids 

are equal.  

Teachers also may want to use other examples for the exploration of Cavalieri’s principle. For 

example, a model comparable to the stack of coins uses two decks of regular playing cards.  
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Possible Player (Student and Teacher) Miscues in the Mathematics 

 From the first activity with Max Bill’s sculpture and the resulting Möbius Strip 

discussion, students may have some confusion about how to deal with surface area and volume.  

It will be easier for students to think about volume with the sculpture than with their previously 

constructed strips.  

 The confusion that is apparent here is not abnormal, even for adults.  Teachers may want 

students to consider and discuss the following stories about different oil spills, which leads to an 

interpretation of volume, and then to an interpretation of surface areas for the various oil spills: 

a. “The standard petroleum barrels, each containing 42 gallons of ship fuel, dropped to the deck 

of a barge after they were moved from a commercial ship at about 3:10 p.m. A small amount 

of fuel leaked into the water at the North Cargo Pier, forming a sheen on the surface.” (From 

http://www.floridatoday.com/article/20101230/NEWS01/12300322/1006/rss01 accessed 

January 3, 2011) 

b. “Tarballs ranging from the size of a nickel to the size of a person’s palm are spread liberally 

along the water’s edge and at the foot of the sand dunes well up the beach.” (From 

http://blog.al.com/live/2011/01/gulf_oil_spill_tarballs_cover_fort_morgan.html accessed 

January 3, 2011) 

c. “Eleven million gallons of oil spewed into one of the most bountiful marine ecosystems in 

the world. … Within a week, currents and winds pushed the slick 90 miles from the site of 

the tanker, out of Prince William Sound into the Gulf of Alaska.” (From 

http://www.worldpress.org/Americas/3571.cfm accessed January 3, 2011) 

d. In all, the spill blackened 254,000 acres as far north as Redington Beach. (From 

http://www.sptimes.com/2003/04/02/SouthPinellas/Disastrous_oil_spill_.shtml accessed 

January 3, 2011) 
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Reflection on the Staged Mathematics Instruction 

 To think more deeply about Cavalieri’s Principle, consider the theorem and the diagonal 

shown in Figure 3.  The picture and text are taken from 

www.math.montana.edu/~alonso/Cavalieri.pdf, and accessed January 4, 2011. 

 

Cavalieri’s Theorem 

 

 

If in two solids of equal altitude the sections made by planes parallel to and at the same distance 

from their respective bases are always equal in area, the solids have the same volume.  

FIGURE 3. Cavalieri’s Principle 

 Talking with students about the importance of Cavalieri’s Principle may take a 

considerable amount of time, especially if one tries to justify the principle.  One issue that always 

bothers students is why the same formulas can be used for both right prisms and pyramids and 

for those that are not right. Cavalieri’s Principle answers this for them. 

 An additional issue with surface areas and volumes is the use of those measures with a 

sphere.  A discussion of how to motivate the measures will require both some research and some 

discussion because calculus cannot be involved at this level.  If either formula is given, the other 

can be derived. 
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Reviews of Student Actions 

 Written journal articles or daily logs of student thoughts about volume versus surface 

area measures are a good way to judge the learning that is taking place.  One summative 

assessment is to have students write a complete mathematical plan for how to deal with the 

surface area and volume of a sphere.  Suggestions for finding the surface area and volume of a 

right cone, a right cylinder, and a sphere, as seen in Figure 4, may help reveal the area and 

volume relationships among the three. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4. Relationship among surface area and volume of sphere, cone and cylinder. 

Staged Readings for the Future 

 Reading about how Archimedes treated the volumes of solids provides fuel for a great 

discussion with students. Chapter 8: Archimedes of Syracuse, in Boyer’s A History of 

Mathematics (1968) is a good resource. 
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Problems, Projects, Discussions for Assignments 

1. It appears to take a cube of sugar longer to dissolve in water than the same amount of 

granulated sugar.  Discuss possible reasons for this from a geometric standpoint. 

2. You have two 1-lb bags of tomatoes, one made up of several large beefeater tomatoes, 

the other made up of many small cherry tomatoes. You spread the tomatoes out on a flat 

table and spray them with mold and then return them to their respective bags. Which bag 

of tomatoes is likely to totally rot more quickly? (Problem taken from Swarat, et al. 

2009). Discuss this phenomenon from a geometric point of view. 

3. Give non-textbook examples of confusion between surface area and volume in real life. 

Final Comments 

 The questions and activities presented in this article are truly designed for both teachers 

and students.  The topics are of prime importance and both students and teachers need a deep 

understanding of them to function in the real world.   
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Creatively Generating Discourse in Middle Grade Math Classrooms 

Melissa Hosten 

Abstract: Developing a discourse-rich classroom where mathematical ideas are posed, 

critiqued, and justified, is a major goal of mathematics teaching and learning, especially in 

middle grades classrooms. To address this goal, information posing and infographic analysis can 

be used to launch a lesson or serve as a lesson itself. Students take responsibility for generating 

the questions and may also take responsibility for researching and answering questions of 

interest to them. Working in collaborative groups and analyzing interesting information are key 

to encouraging sustained mathematical communication among students.  

 

The Arizona College and Career Readiness Standards for Mathematical Practice 

(AZCCRS, 2013) focus on communication, by encouraging student-to-student discourse. A 

discourse-rich classroom frequently includes multiple mathematical practices exhibited by many 

different students (See Figure 1). When working with middle grades teachers and students, I am 

often asked how to encourage students to talk deeply about mathematics. By the time students 

are in the middle grades, many have become accustomed to classrooms in which communication 

is largely between the student and the teacher, and solving assigned problems is their only job. 

Because they are rarely challenged to pose their own questions, students have adopted the idea 

that the purpose of mathematics is to get the answer rather than to investigate situational 

problems.  Imagine their surprise when they begin their college studies and realize that the 

purpose of mathematics is, most often, to explain or clarify what is happening in the real world, 

to pursue a problem, and to learn through the journey to problem solution.  
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FIGURE 1. Mathematical Practices 

To create and encourage a discourse-rich classroom in middle grades, it is important to 

pose situations or problems that generate curiosity and that require multiple perspectives for both 

understanding and pursuing the problem or situation. One technique I have found to be 

successful centers on posing scenarios rather than problems, and asking students to state what 

they want to know in question form. Once several students have responded, they work in small 

groups to discuss the options generated and decide on the question they will pursue. Next, the 

groups determine what they already know that is helpful, what they need to know, what they 

want to find/learn, and what they can use to accomplish the task. 

Following is a discourse-rich activity for middle grade students. It focuses on helping 

students generate questions concerning real-life decision-making.  

Activity: Generating Questions 

During a recent ratio and proportionality unit in Grade 7, I displayed the “What do you 

want to know?” graphic (See Figure 2). 
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Fitbit One Fitbug Orb  Jawbone  Samsung Gear Fit   Nike Fuel 

Band 

$90.95  $39.95   $79.90   $125.85  $62.75 

Lose 115 lbs.     Lose 55 lbs.   Lose 80 pounds Lose 112 lbs.   Lose 75 lbs. 

                                             FIGURE 2. What do you want to know? 

Students generated the following questions: 

• Which has the longest lasting battery?  

• Which has the most memory?  

• *Which is the best “deal”? 

• Which captures the most information?  

• *Which is the most affordable?  

• *Which takes up the most wrist space? 

Once the questions were generated, all groups of students had to decide why some 

questions had asterisks (*). What constitutes the “best deal”? Is it merely a measure of cost? 

Does it consider other factors? Which ones? What does “affordable” mean? Is it a measure of 

cost or is it a comparative measure? What is meant by “wrist space”? This was also mentioned as 

“Which is the most obtrusive?” Groups had to qualify these three broad questions to have 

sufficient detail that there would be a shared understanding off what the answer to the question 

would convey. Once students decided on the meanings of these questions, each group had to 

decide which question to answer, and why that question would be of interest to the class.  During 

What do you want to know? 
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these small group discussions, I asked probing questions to help students consider multiple 

aspects for a given question.  

Two groups decided to research the best deal by considering weight loss versus cost. Two 

groups decided to research the best deal by figuring out which captures the most information 

(assigning certain information points according to medical websites) versus the cost of the 

device. The last four groups decided to consider which are most obtrusive, by considering the 

area of the wrist that is obscured by each device.  They had to create a system for measuring the 

amount of wrist area covered and then apply the system to each device.  

Once groups chose their questions and justified their choices, they began to figure out 

what information they had, what information they needed, good sources for this information, 

what they needed to learn, and what tools they could use to get that information. When groups 

had the information they needed, they worked together to develop a plan for answering their 

question based on information gathered.  

Finally, students had to decide how to best present their results. By the end of the 45 

minute period, groups were ready to present. Some groups presented results orally. Some used 

large white boards (24” x 32”).  Some used the document camera and presented their results 

visually with accompanying verbal explanations. The classroom was rich with student-to-student 

discourse throughout the lesson, and many different mathematical practices were apparent in the 

students’ work and discussions.  

In summary, this activity encouraged middle school students to ask questions, discuss 

ideas, argue and justify, and consolidate mathematical concepts and ideas through 

communication.  

If your goal is to encourage a discourse-rich classroom, and to encourage critical thinking 

and curiosity, I encourage you to try posing information rather than posing questions, and asking 

your students to pose their own questions.  
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Fraction Division in the Common Core Era:  

Modeling, Creating, and Interpreting 

 

Robert Afanso and Laura Callis 

Abstract: Division of fractions has always been a challenging topic for middle school 

students to learn and for teachers to teach (Ma, 1999). The Common Core State Standards for 

Mathematics state that students must be able to interpret, model, and create fraction story 

problems (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). How might this challenging standard be addressed? In this 

article a visual model of division problems involving fractions is presented.      

 

 

FIGURE 1. Common Core State Standards: Standard 6.NS.A.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 A 

I have 6 ¾ feet of ribbon 
for making picture frames.  
Each frame uses ¾ of a 
foot of ribbon.  How many 
picture frames can I 
make?  

B 

I have 10 pounds of apples.  
One jar of apple sauce 
requires ¾ of a pound of 
apples.  How many jars of 

apple sauce can I make?  

C 

There are 310 calories in 
2 ½ cups of sour cream.  
How many calories are 

in 1 cup of sour cream?  
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D 

3 ½ sticks of butter are 
used to make ¾ of a 
batch of fudge.  How 
many sticks of butter are 
needed for a full batch?  

E 

I use ¼ cup of cocoa to 
make ¾ pound of fudge.  
How many cups of 
cocoa do I need for 1 
pound of fudge?  

F 

I need 2 ¼ square yards 
of fabric to make a tree 
skirt.  The fabric is sold 
on bolts with 3 ¾ feet 
width.  How long does 
the fabric need to be?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Six fraction division story problems 

Consider the story problems in Figure 2. First, you and your students solve each problem. 

Then, have students group problems into categories based on a specified criterion.  Then conduct 

a discussion of the criterion used.  Students may group problems by superficial features, such as 

the contextual foci of crafts or food. Teachers may group the problems by the types of numbers 

used (e.g., whole numbers, proper fractions, or mixed numbers).   

A powerful method for making sense of problems involving the division of fractions is to 

consider the interpretations of division. When students study whole numbers, they typically learn 

three interpretations of division:  

1.  “How many equal-size groups?” These problems employ the repeated subtraction or 

measurement interpretation, like problems A and B in Figure 2. 

2. “How many items per group?” These problems employ the equal grouping/equal 

sharing interpretation, like problems C, D, and E. 

3. Symmetrical problems, such as solving for missing dimensions, is employed when the 

area is known, like problem F. 

Each interpretation lends itself to exploring an aspect of division with fractions that is 

different from division with whole numbers.  The repeated subtraction or measurement 

interpretation of division challenges students to interpret a “remainder.” The equal grouping 

interpretation exposes students to more natural situations in which the dividend is less than the 

divisor. With exposure to these types of fraction problems and using these interpretations, 

students can discover fraction division algorithms themselves (rather than memorizing seemingly 

arbitrary rules), while building an understanding of the “why” the algorithms work. 
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How Many Groups? 

Although U.S. teachers’ use of the equal sharing interpretation of division often 

dominates for both division with whole numbers and with fractions (Chapin & Johnson, 2006; 

Ma, 1999), the repeated subtraction model can be very accessible for beginning a discussion of 

fraction division. Knowing the amount one has to repeatedly “take away” can be easier to 

understand than how one shares equally among a partial group. For example, to model 6 � �
� , 

students can use pattern blocks to make groups of  
�
� and then count the number of groups in 6. 

However, the affordances offered by the repeated subtraction model are not without 

challenges. Both naming and interpreting the remainder of a fraction division problem that uses 

repeated subtraction, can lead to confusion for many students. Consider the problem in Figure 3. 

 

 

FIGURE 3. Setting up a circle model for 10 � 
�
� 

 

Each circle represents one pound of peaches and each is separated into fourths. Using the 

circles model shown in Figure 3, use letters to name groups of three-fourths. As can be seen in  

 

Figure 4, there are 13 groups of three-fourths. So with 10 pounds of peaches, 13 jars of jam can 

be made.  

Problem 1: You have 10 pounds of peaches to make peach jam.  Each jar of jam uses  
pound of peaches.  How many jars of jam can you make? (Adapted from the Elementary 
Pre-Service Teachers Mathematics Project at Boston University, 2015) 
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FIGURE 4. Circle model for 10 ÷ ¾  

The problem of interpreting the “remainder” may become an issue.  Many students erroneously 

report that the remainder is 
�
� because they see 

�
� unlettered. Asking students a follow-up question 

after they arrive at their answers can help them consider what their remainder means. 

Repeated subtraction problems allow students to examine the departure from whole 

numbers in understanding the remainder (Sharp & Adams, 2002).  They now must consider parts 

of a whole versus parts of a group. Asking students questions like the ones above can lead to an 

interesting discussion about what each remainder represents in the context of the problem. 

Because of the complex nature of fraction division along with the ambiguity of the remainder, 

problems like 1a and 1b provide opportunities for students to engage in two Common Core 

Mathematical Practices (MP): Model with Mathematics (MP 4) and Construct Viable Arguments 

and Critique the Reasoning of Others (MP 3) (NGA & CCSSO, 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not Enough to Repeatedly Subtract: When The Divisor > Dividend 

a a 

b a c c 

b b 

d d 

d c 

e f 

e e 

q q 

f f 

Q Q 

Q 

P 

P P 

m 

m m 

k k 

k j 

j j 

h h 

h q 

1b) Carole stated that the answer was 13 . Tony thought that the answer was 13 3
1
.  These 

students did not label their answers.  What do these quotients represent? Who is correct? 
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Consider the problem 
�
��

�
�. For this problem, the repeated subtraction procedure proves 

fruitless, yet the interpretation of the remainder in repeated subtraction problems discussed 

earlier provides some insight into estimating and eventually solving the problem. If the goal is to 

know how many equal-sized groups make up the whole, students can reasonably estimate the 

answer to be less than one group. In question 1a, after creating 13 jars, there was 
�
�		pound of 

peaches left. However, we are not interested in full pounds of peaches, but rather 
�
� pound in 

order to make a group. Thus 
�
� of a 

�
� pound group is enough for 

�
� of a new jar. Consider the 

following story problem in which the divisor is greater than the dividend.   

1c) Robin wants to make jars of peach jam and needs 

€ 

3
4  pound of peaches for each jar. However, 

Robin has only 
�
� pound of peaches. What portion of a jar of peach jam can Robin make? 

Again, while it makes little sense to repeatedly subtract, making connections to interpreting 

remainders in repeated subtraction problems can help students reason with and proceed in 

solving a problem in which the answer may be a fraction of a group.  

Division as Equal Sharing 

Getting to One 

The equal grouping interpretation of subtraction is generally thought of as the answer to the 

question, “If we have to share among a given number of groups, how many items are in each 

group?” In fraction division, this interpretation does not make immediate sense. Consider 

problem 1d.   

How can 120 calories be “shared” among 
�
� of a group? A picture like the one shown in 

Figure 5 can help clarify this problem for students.  

 

1d. 
�
� cup of granola has 120 calories. One cup of granola has how many calories? 
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FIGURE 5. A model for 120 � �
� using equal groups 

Not Enough for Sharing: When the Divisor > Dividend 

 In repeated subtraction problems when the dividend is less than the divisor, students often 

struggle with what it means to repeatedly “take away” when there isn’t enough for even one 

whole group. This conflict is less pronounced in the equal sharing interpretation. For example, 

students readily recognize that when sharing 3 cookies among 6 people, each person will receive 

½ cookie. However, when the dividend and the divisors are both fractions, attention to the unit 

and to the relationship between multiplication and division, becomes more pronounced.  

 Consider, for example, this problem from the Common Core State Standards Number 

System Progression for grades 6-8. “How many cups are in a full container of yogurt when 
�
� of a 

cup fills  
�
� of a container?” (The Common Core State Standards Writing Team, 2013, p. 6). As 

the authors note, this is a unit rate type problem and highlights the relationship between 

multiplication and division. The question could be reworded as “ 
�
� of what amount is equal to 

�
� 

cup?” These types of questions lead students to study more sophisticated models in which they 

coordinate two quantities at once.  

Creating Division Story Problems Using the Two Interpretations 

The Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (NGA & CCSSO, 2010) calls for 

students to create their own fraction division problems. What story problems could be created for 

the expressions in Figure 6? Do the “How many groups?” and “How many in one group?” 

interpretations work equally well? What modeling tools work best with each?  
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13 14 � 2
3
4 

2
3 � 8 

5
6 �

1
3 

8
9 �

1
3 6 23 �

2
3 

1
3 �

5
6 

8 � 23 1 23 �
1
6 

1
3 �

3
4 

FIGURE 6. Fraction division problems 

 

Providing students with different types of fraction division experiences is important for 

helping them see connections between the meanings of division and alternative solution 

strategies.  

Conclusion 

A variety of fraction division scenarios are needed to deal with the ways in which 

fraction division is different from whole number division. In particular:  

“How many groups?” problems challenge students to consider the remainder. 

 How many in one group? problems help students reason about the relative magnitudes 

of the dividend, divisor, and quotient.        

 Each type of problem also lends itself more easily to different tools, from physical 

manipulatives to pictorial diagrams. By considering the elements of contextual division 

problems, teachers can help students develop skills for thinking about and applying different 

arithmetic methods for computing quotients of fractions.  
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Mathematical Tasks Matter 

Mona Toncheff 

Abstract: Mathematical tasks should provide opportunities for students to develop and 

share problem interpretations and solution strategy appraches, as well as time to verify their 

thinking with others. As Arizona prepares for AZ Merit, mathematics teachers and collaborative 

teams must ensure that students engage in both higher and lower cognitive demand mathematical 

tasks. 

 

Mathematical tasks matter! When I was a new mathematics instructional coach, I learned 

this firsthand as I worked with a teacher to increase student-to-student discourse. We co-planned 

a great math activity to use during an upcoming lesson. The plan was that students would partner 

with different classmates throughout the lesson as they worked on the assigned mathematical 

tasks.  After working with a partner for 2-3 minutes, students would rotate to a new partner. 

Students would then be asked to work with the new partner and come to consensus on the first 

task before transitioning to the next task in the assignment.  

In theory, this sounded like a great activity.  It included movement, opportunities to share 

ideas and thinking with multiple students, and had students verifying their thinking with new 

students for each task. However, I hadn’t considered the nature of the mathematical tasks 

assigned to students. Students were using a worksheet with multiple-choice questions. During the 

activity, when they rotated to the new students, the discussion sounded like, “Did you get B?” 

and the response was, “Yes.” Thus, students’ conversations were short with limited explanation. 

Unintentionally, I had allowed the teacher to choose a lower cognitive demand 

mathematical task, and the students did not develop deeper understanding of the essential 

learning standard. I learned an important lesson that day. Not all mathematical tasks are 

created equally. Not only did we need to plan for student-to-student discourse, we also had to 

give the students something to talk about… we needed a richer mathematical task.   

The level and kind of thinking in which students engage  

determines what they will learn (Hiebert et al., 1997). 

How do you choose mathematical tasks for your students? As teachers and collaborative 

teams choose mathematical tasks and evaluate student thinking by analyzing student work, they 
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also discover that different types of tasks elicit different levels of thinking. Teachers must 

analyze the rigor of the tasks that will develop deeper understanding of the essential learning 

standards. Rigor of a mathematical task is defined as the level and the complexity of reasoning 

required of students during the task (Kanold, Briars, & Fennell, 2012). 

Stein and Smith (1998) classify mathematical tasks as lower-level cognitive demand or 

higher-level cognitive demand.  These are shown in the chart in Figure 1.  Teachers and teams 

can and should analyze a unit’s worth of mathematical tasks to ensure that the cognitive demand 

is balanced and provides multiple opportunities to develop complex thinking. The Tasks 

Analysis Guide that can be accessed from (https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/content-

standards/7/G/B/4/tasks/34), can be used as a reference for sorting tasks.  

First and foremost, you must complete the tasks to understand the mathematical thinking 

that each task develops. Then, sort tasks into two categories by level of cognitive demand: lower-

level or higher level. Once tasks have been sorted, re-sort the tasks further into the two levels 

identified within lower-level cognitive demand and higher-level cognitive demand (See Figure 

1).   

Lower -Level Cognitive Demand  Higher-Level Cognitive Demand  

Memorizations  Procedures with Connections  

Procedures Without Connections  Doing Mathematics 

FIGURE 1. Types of Mathematical Tasks. Smith & Stein, 2012 
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The figure below is composed of eight circles, seven small circles and the one large circle  

that contains all smaller circles.  Neighboring circles only share one point. Two regions  

between the smaller circles have been shaded. Each small circle has a radius of 5 cm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the area of the large circle? What is the area of the shaded part of the figure?  

FIGURE 2. Task from Illustrative Mathematics (Illustrative Mathematics, 2015) 

How would you describe the cognitive demand? When you complete and review a task, 

ask yourself the following questions:   

• Does the task have one or many solution pathway(s)?   

• Which mathematical concepts do the students need to understand and apply to solve the 

problem?   

• Does the task focus on conceptual understanding or procedural fluency?   

• Does the task provide an opportunity for students to apply prior knowledge?  

• Will the task elicit specific evidence of thinking needed for the essential learning 

standard?   

Two samples of student work are shown in Figures 3 and 4.  Both students used their 

conceptual understanding of area and radius to calculate the area of the large and small circles. 

Student A chose to subtract the area of the 7 smaller circles from the total area, as represented by 

the expression ��225� � 7���25��.		By contrast, Student B chose to set up an algebraic 
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equation, representing the unknown shaded region with the expression 6x in order to identify the 

area of that region.   
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FIGURE 3. Student A   
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FIGURE 4. Student B   

This task requires students to apply their understanding of area to a non-routine problem. 

Thus, the task is aligned to the Common Core Standard 7.G.B.4, Know the formulas for the area 

and circumference of a circle and use them to solve problems; give an informal derivation of the 

relationship between the circumference and area of a circle, (NGA & CCSSO, 2010), and with 
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the essential learning standard, that students recall the formula for area and use it to solve 

problems.  Students also were required to problem solve and use their understanding that the 

shaded area represented 1/6 of the remaining space in the larger circle.  

As Arizona prepares for AZ Merit, mathematics teachers and collaborative teams are 

ensuring that students engage in higher and lower cognitive demand mathematical tasks that 

develop both the content standards and the process standards (the Standards for Mathematical 

Practice). Teachers are analyzing mathematical tasks to guarantee that each task supports student 

learning of the essential learning standards at the specified level of understanding.  

While teachers review their resources, they should focus their discussion on these four 

“essential” questions:  

• What types of tasks should we use to address each essential learning standard of the unit? 

Will the tasks focus on building student conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, or 

a combination? Will the tasks involve application of concepts and skills? 

• What are the depth, rigor, order of presentation, and ways of investigating that we should 

employ to ensure students gain greater understanding? 

• How does our team ensure the implementation of the tasks in order to avoid wide 

variances in student learning within and across grade levels? (Kanold & Toncheff, 2014) 

Teacher and collaborative team mantras: Mathematical Tasks Matter!  Not only do teams 

have to choose meaningful tasks, they need to discuss how the tasks will play out in their 

students’ classroom experiences. 
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Building Conceptual Understanding through Math and Arts Integration 

Linda Dacey and Lisa Donovan 

Abstract: Instruction that integrates mathematics and the arts can deepen conceptual 

understanding and increase student engagement. This article describes two classroom activities at 

the elementary level that embody math and arts integration. Through drama, the first explores the 

idea that ten ones can be composed as one ten.  The second, the Queen Leighella Story, provides 

an engaging context for thinking about multiplication strategies.  

 

 Elementary school students are expected to develop computational fluency built on 

conceptual understanding, and to apply that knowledge to the solution of problems in context. 

The arts provide a vehicle by which students become deeply involved with mathematical ideas.  

They are motivated to complete tasks, and as a consequence, and take ownership of their 

mathematical learning demonstrate increased retention,  “They eagerly revisit, review, rehearse, 

edit, and work through ideas repeatedly in authentic ways, as they translate ideas into new 

forms” (Dacey and Donovan, 2013, p. 7). 

For the past three years we have come together as mathematics and arts educators to 

explore ways to integrate mathematics and the arts through creative movement, drama, music, 

poetry, and storytelling.  In this article we share two ideas that result from our collaboration. 

 

Classroom Idea (PreK-1) 

Mathematical Focus: Ten ones can be grouped to form one ten 

Art Focus: Drama  

That ten ones can be grouped to form a new unit, one ten, is a key building block in the 

development of understanding place value and its role in computational algorithms.  

Dramatizations can facilitate student’s understanding of this big mathematical idea. 

To begin, the teacher invites ten of her students to stand in front of the room. She directs 

them to dramatize, through pantomime (i.e., acting without speaking the role of).  Shoppers in a 

store searching for a present.  Furthermore, the “shoppers” don’t know one another  To the other 

students, the teacher says, “Observe how the actors show that they don’t know each other. Think 

about what you might do if you were in their place.” 
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When the teacher says, “Begin,” the ten shoppers walk around, being careful to avoid one 

another. They look away when someone they “don’t know” comes close, and they avoid eye 

contact. The teacher is surprised at their intuitive awareness of how strangers might act toward 

one another in a public place. When asked, the observing students shared a variety of clues they 

noticed including: The shoppers are not looking at each other; they move quickly away from 

each other; and they don’t talk to each other.  As Jaden said, “It’s like they are all there all 

alone.” 

Next the teacher asks the actors to imagine that they discover the perfect gift at an 

amazing price. One by one, the actors discover gifts, and begin to convince others that their gifts 

are the ones to buy. Observers note the change in the shoppers as they physically connect and 

relate to one another. Their body language changes immediately. They lean in, they point things 

out to each other. They mime animated conversations.   

Now that the teacher has motivated the students to think about how non-groups and 

groups might look, she asks them to describe what is happening mathematically? She asks, 

“What do you know about 10 ones becoming one group of ten?”  

The teacher asks another group of ten students to perform a similar scene where 

individuals become a group, this time while playing in a park and deciding to join in a game. The 

actors continue to get closer together until they become one group in a huddle, and the audience 

yells, “One group of ten!” Throughout the activities, the students are observing, talking about, 

and gaining greater insight into the idea that 10 ones can form a unit of one ten.  

 

Classroom Idea (Grades 3-4) 

Mathematical Focus: Multiplication 

Art Focus: Storytelling 

According to Zazkis and Liljedahl (2009), storytelling is rarely incorporated into 

mathematics instruction. Yet stories provide contexts in which characters may face mathematical 

dilemmas. The inclusion of sensory details, events, motivations, and feelings, help bring the 

context to life, allowing students, to engage in a mathematical journey. As tellers and listeners, 

students wrestle with mathematical ideas and solve problems so that the story can continue. As 

such, students become co-creators of the story.  Consider the story about Queen Leighella. 
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The activity begins by inviting students to help tell the story.  They are the Queen’s 

subjects.  The teacher introduces Queen Leighella and says that every time her name is said, all 

of her subjects stand, raise their arms, and bow saying, All Hail the Queen! The teacher 

introduces the gardeners and the actions students should make when the gardeners are named in 

the story. The three gardeners and their actions are: Noodle – salute; Boodle – put hands on hips; 

and Coodle – shrug. Students practice these responses. As the story begins, the classroom is 

transformed into a room full of the Queen’s subjects! 

During the pause in the story, students meet in small groups and are given printed 

questions posed by the gardeners. Each student selects one of the gardeners and completes the 

story notes about that gardener’s math ideas by using drawings, equations, and explanations. 

Students also make notes about the characters’ gestures, tone of voice, and postures. Students 

share their initial ideas with the whole class and are given time to edit/revise their work before 

sharing their ideas with the Queen (See Figure 3). 

 

Queen Leighella and the Garden: The Story 

Today is the day that Queen Leighella (All Hail the Queen!) is going to 

tell her gardeners to make a new broccoli garden. The round green plants remind 

her of emeralds. She wants a long and narrow garden, like an emerald necklace 

just waiting for her to wear. 

The queen (All Hail the Queen!) calls in her three gardeners— Noodle 

(salutes), Boodle (puts hands on Hips), and Coodle (shrugs).  She says, “I turned 

37 years old yesterday and have 3 children. I want you to make a garden that is 3 

feet wide and 37 feet long. You can plant one broccoli plant in each square foot of 

the garden.  Can you to tell me whether there will be room for 100 plants?” 

Noodle (salutes) begins adding 37 threes. Three plus three is six, plus 

three is nine, and … The queen taps her foot (TAP) and says, well? Noodle 

(salutes) bows his head and sheepishly says, “I do not know your majesty. I am 

still adding.”  

Boodle (puts hands on hips) looks down and shuffles his feet. He says, 

“I’m sorry I can’t help you your majesty. I only know how to multiply with ah, 

ah, ah, numbers like 10, and 20, and 30, and 40, and ah, basic facts, of course. 
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Coodle (shrugs) replies, “I can’t give you an exact answer, but I can 

answer you quickly. If it were 40 feet long, you would have 120 square feet and 

be all set.  

“Fooourrrty!!!!” roars the Queen (All Hail the Queen!) in disbelief. “Do 

you think I turned 40 yesterday?” 

Frustrated, the Queen (All Hail the Queen!) decides to try a different 

strategy; she would try being nice. “My precious gardeners,” she says, “can you 

improve on what you have suggested, building on what you know?”  

Noodle, (salutes), and address the class.  “Can you use your excellent 

addition skills to get me an answer more quickly?” 

Boodle, (puts hands on hips) and address the class. “Can you use what you 

know very well, like multiplying numbers like 10, 20, 30, and 40 and basic facts, 

to get me the answer?”  

Coodle, (shrugs) and addresses the class. “I so appreciate your quickness. 

Can you use your estimate to get me an exact answer?”  

PAUSE 

(Here students break into small groups and create presentations for the queen. Each group is 

given time to plan. Initial ideas are shared and revised and then the teacher invites each team to 

present its work in character. Following the presentations, the story continues.) 

The Story Continues 

The Queen (All Hail the Queen!) applauds in delight and says “Splendid, 

Splendid! You drew and wrote and told me there will be 111 square feet, room for 

more than 100 broccoli plants. You have not only given me an answer, but you 

have each demonstrated a different way to figure it out. Brilliant, you are truly 

brilliant!”  

She shakes hands and pats backs as she congratulates them and then says, 

“I am going to make up a new royal title. From now on you will be known as 

Counts, and tomorrow your job is to teach me all about numbers.” 
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FIGURE 3. Sample Student Story Notes 
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Steps for Creating Integrated Math and Arts Activities 

1. Identify a key mathematical idea. 

2. Decide on an arts area that can be incorporated to deepen student learning.  

3. Think about ways to involve students in the creation of an artistic product. It is the 

process of deliberation, reflection, and revision that leads to deeper mathematical 

understanding. 

4. You must become a believer that math and arts integration can lead to stronger 

conceptual understanding and communication of mathematical ideas, while deepening 

skills and knowledge of the art form. 
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The Fraction – Decimal Connection 

Kimberly Rimbey 

Abstract: Why are decimal operations so difficult for students to learn? 

Why do so many students struggle with decimal computations? Why is it that students get to 

middle school and continue to struggle with what we consider to be simple arithmetic? What is it 

about dealing with decimal points that gets in the way of real problem solving? And what can we 

do to help students? In this article, these questions are addressed. 

 

To understand the conceptual underpinnings of decimals, students must understand the 

relationship between decimals and fractions.  After all, decimals are fractions in tenths, 

hundredths, thousandths, and so on. Empson and Levi state that children’s understanding of 

decimals is based heavily on their understanding of fractions and base ten place value 

relationships (Empson & Levi, 2011). A study conducted with college undergraduate students 

revealed that, even at that level, students preferred to use fraction notation than decimal notation 

in most contexts, stating that it helped them better understand the relationships (DeWolf, Bassok, 

& Holyoak, 2014).  

Because students often lack full understanding of decimals as base-ten representations of 

fractions, they tend to learn decimal operations in a procedures-only format. Contributing to the 

problem is the tendency for teachers’ misconceptions to parallel those of their students, often 

causing teachers’ misconceptions to become a source of students’ faulty reasoning (Kastberg & 

Morton, 2014). 

Place Value:  How are decimals and fractions related? 

In fourth grade, the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics provide guidelines 

that connect decimal numbers to fraction notation (NGA & CCSSO, 2010).  For example, Grade 

4 students should be able to represent decimals using fractions.  That representation will help 

them understand the values of the digits to the right of the decimal point (See Figure 1.) 

435.62 � 400 � 30 � 5 �	 610 �	
2
100 

FIGURE 1.  Expanded Form 
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Let’s take a look at the algorithms for computing with decimals, and how we can assist students 

with connecting Grade 4 concepts to operational work in the next two grades.  

Lining Up The Decimal Points in Addition  

Far too often, we teach students to “line up the decimal points,” and in their compliance 

they do so, albeit with little understanding. One way to help students recognize the importance of 

lining up decimal points is to use fraction notation. Lining up decimal points ensures that 

students add like values (e.g., tenths to tenths, hundredths to hundredths). Using fraction notation 

to represent the numbers in expanded form, as indicated in the example in Figure 2, may help 

students grasp this idea more easily. 

 

2.75 + 23.2 = n  

 

�2 �	 710 �	
5
100	� � �	20 � 3 �	

2
10	� 

 

�2 � 20 � 3� � �	 710 �
2
10		� �

5
100 

 

25 � 9
10 �

5
100 

 

n = 25.95 

FIGURE 2. Lining Up Decimal Points 
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Multiplication and Fractions 

Using fraction notation to represent decimals can help students understand where to place 

the decimal point in the product.   As seen in Figure 3, multiplying the denominators, 100 x 10, 

results in a product that has a denominator of 1000. This fraction representation provides the 

foundation for the location of the decimal point in the product.  Thousandths are represented with 

digits to the right of the decimal point. 

0.42 x 0.6 = n 

 

42
100 	� 	

6
10 	� 	

252
1000 	� ��� 252

1000 � 0.252 

  FIGURE 3.  Placing the Decimal Point 

Division: Using The Identity Element 

To facilitate location of the decimal point in a quotient, the identity element in division: 

can be employed.  The identity element is the number 1 and its different representation 

including, 
��
�� , 

���
���, and 

����
����.   

Consider the examples in Figure 4 
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5.76	 � 0.72 � 5.76
0.72 

 
Decimals are in hundredths,  

so use the identity element  
���
���. 

 

�.��
�.�� 	�

���
��� �

���
��   , or 576 ÷ 72 

 

576 ÷ 72 = 8 

 

FIGURE 4. Using the Identity Element to Locate the Decimal Point 

This last example combines the Grade 5 standard of representing division as a fraction, and the 

ongoing work with equivalent fractions. By using this notation, students can apply their 

understanding of the relationship between fractions and division, and of the identity element, to 

scaffold their understanding of multi-digit decimal division. 

Conclusion 

In this article, I made a case for using fraction representations of decimals to enhance 

understanding and success with computation with decimals. By relating fractions to operations 

with decimals, students may very well shift from procedural compliance to true understanding – 

from blindly following procedures to truly understanding the mathematical reasoning behind the 

procedures.  
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Point of View: The Mathematics Goal-den Glue 

Chryste L. Berda 

Abstract: How do you explain when students don’t learn what you expected they would 

from a lesson? Or rather, how do you explain when other teachers are able to consistently 

achieve things with students that defy all of the assumptions? Why do some lessons seem to be 

so memorable that all students are successful at not only learning what you expected they would 

learn, but also at remembering what was learned in an applicable way? And why are other 

lessons quickly forgotten? A lesson is just a lesson after all, so why then do some lessons seem 

to have very different results from others? There must be something else at play here. 

 

Let’s think about the parts of a lesson, specifically the first part – that of setting the goal 

of the lesson.  No matter what you call it, the purpose, objective, goal, or target, all are basically 

the same idea, right?  Aren’t these simply different names for the same lesson plan component? 

Many of us would agree with that sentiment, but what if I were to tell you that the subtle 

differences among these monikers can make a big difference in the effectiveness of a lesson? 

Early in our teacher preparation programs, we learn to write lessons that include 

behavioral objectives. We are often instructed to avoid using verbs like “understand” or other 

unobservable verbs in our objectives because they are deemed to be too difficult to determine 

mastery. Instead we are encouraged to choose verbs that are more measurable, like those asking 

students to identify, compare or justify.  

So here’s the big question: If we all write the same kinds of objectives, why do some of 

us get different results? There must be something definitively different about the memorable 

lessons from all other lessons.  And indeed there is.  

Lessons that contain only behavioral objectives that are focused on what students will do 

throughout the lesson tend to be less effective for long-term student learning and application.  It 

turns out that the glue that helps the learning stick with students are the goal statements that 

emphasize deep understanding of the mathematics itself! Lessons that include a focus on what 

students will understand about mathematics are so effective that this practice of “Establishing 

Mathematics Goals to Focus Learning” is the foundation of a core set of eight high-leverage 

teaching practices listed in NCTM’s seminal publication, Principles to Actions: Ensuring 
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Mathematical Success for All (2014).  Here’s the next question: How do we as teachers put this 

idea into practice? How do we develop our lessons effectively, so that the content “sticks”? 

The “Goal”-den glue of mathematics is simply having at least one mathematics goal for 

each lesson. This idea may sound foundational to teacher lesson-planning, yet somehow we 

missed this. Researchers found that “formulating clear, explicit learning goals, sets the stage for 

everything else” (Hiebert et al. 2007 p.51).  It is the set of mathematics goals that helps us know 

what questions to ask, which student solution strategies to highlight, which misconceptions to 

illuminate, and which instructional moves to make during the lesson to ensure that all of our 

students are moving ever closer toward reaching the goals. We have been busily planning 

behavioral objectives that define what students will know and be able to do, not realizing that we 

needed to also focus specifically on the discipline of mathematics itself in our lesson planning 

efforts. 

Mathematics goals are subtly different from most objectives.  Math goals are learning 

goals that clearly identify what students are to know and understand about mathematics as a 

result of their engagement in a particular lesson (Smith & Stein, 2011). The practice of 

establishing clear mathematics goals provides the starting point and foundation for intentional 

and effective teaching (NCTM 2014).  Without planned mathematics goals, the mathematical 

understandings that the students glean from a lesson are happenstance.  The students may learn 

something about mathematics or they may not, but without learning something about the 

discipline itself, they will most likely struggle to apply what they were able to do.  In Figure 1, 

an example of a behavioral objective and some mathematical goals that could be written to help 

students master a grade 3 standard focused on understanding the concept of area is presented. 
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FIGURE 1. Understanding Area: Goals and Objective 

In most areas of study, but especially in mathematics, there is a progression of thoughts, 

concepts, and ideas that students must move through to develop solid understanding of the 

discipline.  Imagine this progression of mathematical ideas as a storybook that each teacher helps 

a child to write. Each grade level owns a page in the book, which is informed by your grade-level 

standards. And these pages, when taken together, comprise the mathematical storyline for the 

child.   Each page contains the same elements that are written into any good story: significant 

relationships, important understandings, corrections to misconceptions, truths, and big ideas that 

all build the mathematical storyline.  And as with any good story, the entries should be specific, 

detailed, and paint a clear picture for the reader.   

Standard Sample Math Goals  

Recognize area as an attribute of plane 

figures and understand concepts of area 

measurement. 

 

(National Governors Association Center 
for Best Practices & Council of Chief State 
School Officers, 2010) 

Students will understand that: 

1. A plane figure, covered by n square 

units without gaps and overlaps, has an 

area of n square units. 

2. A square with side lengths of 1 unit has 

an area of 1 square unit. 

3. A unit square is literally a square and is 

always used to measure area, even if 

the shape being measured is itself not a 

square.  

4. Plane figures (2-D figures) can cover a 

flat surface. 

5. Plane figures can be covered. 

6. All rectangles or rectilinear figures 

(figures composed of more than one 

rectangle) are plane figures. 

Sample Behavioral Objective: 

Students will investigate how to 

determine the area of a rectilinear 

figure by using 1-inch square tiles, 

1-inch grid paper, and linear 

measurement tools, and will 

determine and record the area for 

several rectilinear figures. 
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The same is true for mathematics goals. Begin by studying your grade-level standards 

and looking for the big ideas, enduring understandings, definitions and formulae that are 

necessary for students to understand about mathematics. Then focus on these important 

mathematics principles in your lessons, being as specific as possible. By including these math 

goals along with behavioral objectives, you will be well on your way to using the “Goal”-den 

glue and helping the learning stick. Through this process, the mathematical storyline will 

continue to make sense for your students even when they have turned your grade level’s chapter 

and have begun the next.  
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